A method for unsupervised instantaneous speaker adaptation is presented and evaluated on a continuous speech recognition task in a man-machine dialogue system. The method is based on modeling of the systematic speaker variation. The variation is modeled by a low-dimensional speaker space and the classification of speech segments is conditioned by the position in the speaker space. Because the effect of the speaker space position on the classification is determined in an off-line training procedure using the speakers in a training database, complex systematic speaker variation can be modeled. Speaker adaptation is achieved only by the constraint that the position in the speaker space is constant over each uttcxance. Therefore, no separate adaptation session is needed and the adaptation is pnsent from the first utterance. Consequently. for a user there is no noticeable difference between this system and a speaket-independent system. The speaker model and the phonetic classification are implemented in the ANN part of a hybrid ANN/HMM system. In experiments with a pilot system, word accuracy is improved for ufferances longer than three words and utterance level results are improved for utterances of all lengths.
INTRODUCTION
It is well known that one of the fundamental problems of automatic speech recognition (ASR), the large variability in the acoustic realization, can be reduced by adapting the speech recognition system to the user (41. When the amount of calibration data from a speaker is large enough, all parameters of the ASR system can be n-estimated using the calibration data only, yielding a speaker-dependent (SDI system. In many cases however, it is not realistic to collect enough speaker specific calibration data for a complete re-estimation. A popular and theoretically appealing solution to this problem is to use Maximum a Posteriori (MAP) estimates of the parameters. This is an optimal weighting of the original, speaker-independent (SI) system's parameters and the parameters estimated from the calibration data 191. A consequence is that the system continuously changes from an SI system when the amount of calibration data is small, to an SD system when the amount of calibration data is large. A nice property of the MAP method is that a statistical model of the speaker variation is defined by the prior density parameters, ag., the mean and variance of each parameter (whm the mean is the SI estimate of the parameter). A problem is that, for several reasons the parameters of the SI system define a poor model of the speaker variation. One reason is that the optimal dimension of the speaker space, modeling the speaker variation, is likely to be much smaller than the number of parameters in the SI system. There are at least two strong arguments for this. First, it is very unlikely that the speech code itself is less complex than individual speaker's variations of it. A consequence would be that learning to understand a new speaker would be as complex as learning a new language. Second, the amount of calibration data is less than the amount of training data used to estimate the SI parameten, and therefore it is only possible to r6busrly estimate fewer parameten. In response to this problem, parameter tying and linear regression techniques have been used where the large number of parameters are mapped to a smaller space by a simple transformation [5,9]. This leads to a second problem: there exists no simple transformation from the parameters of the SI system to an efficient model of the speaker variation. As an example, vocal tract length affects the acoustic realization of all voiced sounds in a very systematic fashion: the center fkquencies of all formants an scaled by a speaker dependent factor. However, the mapping from formants to the features of the ASR system, e.g., me1 cepsr" coefficients. is non-linear, and therefore there is no linear transfonnation from vocal tract length to the parameters of the SI system, A different approach is to define a set of independent speaker parameters that models the speaker variation [r,S]. The speaker variation modeling is formally de-coupled from the rest of the ASR system and the parameters of this speuker model can be chosen to efficiently model the speaker variation. Efficient, in this case, means that a large pan of the systematic variation can be modeled by a small number of p a r a " . To utilize the speaker model, the other components of the system are speuker-semihe, i.e.. their behavior is conditioned by the speaker parameters. Of course, the mapping from speaker parameters to variation in acoustic realization is still very complex However, the speakersensitive behavior, of for example the acoustic pattern-matching component of the ASR system, can be trained off-line using large amount of data from many different speakers in a training database. Therefore. parameters of a complex mapping can be estimated. This framework is useful for speaker adaptation in general but the advantage of an efficient model of the speaker variation is greater when the amount of calibration data from a novel speaker is small. In particular, we believe that explicit speaker variation modeling is advantageous for unsupervised, instantaneous adaptation. In the next sections we describe a pilot ASR system with an explicit speaker model and present some recognition results for the Waxholm database [l].
. TRE BASELINE ASR SYSTEM
The baseline ASR system is a hybrid ANNMMM system where the output probabilities of the HMM states are estimated by output activities of an ANN[2].
Lexicon and Grammar
The Markov model of the hybrid system uses the lexicon of the Waxholm dialogue project, which is a medium size (about 900 words) taskdependent lexicon w i t h multiple pronunciations for many of the more common words [l]. A class-bigram grammar with perplexity 28 is used.
Feature Extraction
Me1 cepstrum coefficients are extracted from a the short-time FFI' spectrum of the speech signal every 10 ms. The speech is sampled at 16kHz and the short-time spectrum is computed with a Hamming window of 25 ms. The first 12 cepstrum coefficients, their first and second time-derivative and the log energy are the input feawes to the ANN of the hybrid system.
Phonetic Classification
An ANN with both recurrent connections and simple time-delay connections is used for the phonetic output probability estimation [2,7]. The input features are connected to a hidden layer of 40 units with a time-delay window of 4-2 frames. .Additionally, the hidden units are fully intra-connected with recumnt connections delayed one and two frames. 
SPEAKER VARIATION MODELING
The speaker variation modeling is incorporated in the ANN by adding speaker space mu5 whose activities are identified w i t h corresponding speaker parameters. Further, spacial purpose speaker unirs are introduced. One speaker unit per speaker in the training database is added, and the activity of a speaker unit is defined to be 1.0 when the corresponding speaker is the current speaker and 0.0 otherwise. The speaker units are c~~e c t e d to the speaker space units who are in tum connected to the hidden units. The topology of the speaker sensitive ANN is shown in Figure 1 .
The structure of this ANN has several appealing properties. The connections from and to the speaker space units are trained by back-propagation through time in the same optimization as all other connections of the network. The activation of a speaker space unit is a function of only the connection strength from the current speaker unit Therefore, after training, the positions in the speaker space of all training speakers can be determined by inspecting these connections. Figure 2 shows the speaker space of the speaker sensitive ANN used in this study with two speaker space units. In [7] we analyze this automatically generated speaker space in detail. Here we just note that male and female speakers are effectively separated in the space. speaker model leams better intemal representations. This scheme was used to train the baseline SI ANN of this study but not in [7] which panly explains the greater difference between speaker sensitive and SI classification reported there.
INSTANTANEOUOS UNSUPERVISED

SPEAKER ADAPTATION
The speaker-sensitive ANN can be used for different kinds of speaker adaptation. In this study instantaneous adaptation is investigated, i.e., no calibration data is used and the effect of adaptation is achieved by implementing the condition that the speaker, and thus the speaker parameters, are constant over each utterance. The algorithm is restarted for each new utterance (but see also sec. 5 ) and consequently, for a user there is no noticeable kliffercnce between this system and a speaker-independent system.
In a probabilistic formulation, speaker-independent ASR is to find the word-string w that maximizes the joint probability with an acoustic observation o of an utterance, i.e.,
(1)
Similarly, instantaneous speaker adapting ASR can be written:
where A is the speaker space and A is the speaker parameus, i.e.,
we assume that the speaker parameters are constant and integrate over the speaker space. It is easy to see that this is a generalization of SI ASR and reduces to (1) if o is independent of A. The integral in (2) must be approximated to be practically useful. First we partition the speaker space into a number of regions i and make the approximation that P(o I w, A) is constant in each region. We get:
where 4 is the center of region i. This approximation can be implemented by generating an N-best list for each A, . and sum the probabilities of entries in the lists with identical word-strings.
Another approximation is:
c when we, in analogy with the Vitabi approximation, replace the sum with its greatest term. hliminary experiments showed no significant performance difference between the two approximations and for simplicity, the second approximation is used in all experiments below.
ACCUMULATING UNSUPERVISED ADAPTATION
If it can be determined from the dialogue when a new user starts to use the system, it is unnecessary to restart the adaptation for each new utterance. The probability of speaker space regions can be wried over to subsequent utterances. This can be formalized as follows:
where are the accumulated probabilities for the regions of the speaker space after utterance i, and oi is the acoustic observation of the ith utterance. The approximation in the computation of the integral over the speaker space is analogous to (4).
. RESULTS
Evaluation Procedure
Ten speakers (300 utterances) of the Waxholm database excluded from training are used for evsluation on the word and utterance levels. 9.5% of the utterances has at least,one word that is not covered by the lexicon. Only true words are counted in the statistics, i.e., pauses, breath segments etc. are not counted.
Vitabi decoding is used in the evaluation of the baseline SI system. The speaker adapting system solves the integral of (2) using the approximation of (4). The same Viterbi decoding as in the SI case is used, but N=5 different points in the speaker space arc evaluated in parallel. Note that the computational effort to perform the speaker sensitive decoding is not N-fold that of the SI because the same beam can be used in the beam-pruning for all N regions of the speaker space. Therefore. the decoding in points of the speaker space with low probability an pruned more heavily than in more probable points.
Instantaneous Adaptation
Over all utterances, then is no difference in word recognition performance for the SI and speaker adapting system as can be seen in Table 1 . However, an analysis of the performance for different utterance lengths shows that the speaker adapting system performs worse than the SI system only for short utterances of one, two and three words (Figure 3) . At all other lengths the speaker adaptation improves the accuracy. The general pattem that adaptation is more powerful for longer utterances was expected and the bmk-even point beween three and four words is quite low. The lack of o v d improvement can be explained by the large proportion of short utterances in the database.
Utterance Level Results
Word Accuracy Correct Utterances
Utterance recognition is not degraded even for very short utterances (see Figure 4 and Table 1 ). The difference between word and utterance levels is not surprising as the adaptation is based on an additional utterance level constraint. 
Speaker Instantaneous Accumulating
Accumulating Adaptation
The experiments with accumulating adaptation are similar to the instantaneous adaptation. The speaker space is partitioned into the same five points, but the adaptation is only restarted once for each test speaker. This is an easier problem than the instantaneous adaptation and Table 1 shows that both word accuracy and utterance recognition are improved.
